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About This Game

  A long time ago, the sages and erudites of the people of Enderon made a discovery, they found evidence that their world was
dying. Therefore they called the council of Cubia.

  The council, knowing that his people did not have many choices, decided to appeal to ancient magic in order to open portals to
other dimensions, there, they made another great discovery, they identified crystals that possessed a lot of energy inside and they

have brought back to their kingdom.

  After a few days the crystals began to send large waves of energy, trees and pastures began to grow where they no longer grew,
all started coming back to life. Unfortunately the ancestors portals were also affected by the crystals and terrible monsters began
to appear from them, the sages of the council, with their extraordinary abilities, tried to close the portals however, every attempt

was followed by failure.

  One of the brave warriors of their dimension found a way to stop the monsters and eventually close the portals to bring peace
to the kingdom of Cubia.
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Waves:

Combat many monsters along the waves, each wave is represented by the appearance of a new monster in the match. The
waves have different duration in each match, during the day brings less monsters and overnight arise many.

Towers:

You can select different towers and strategically place them anywhere. Your strategy will depend not only positioning
the towers but know what types of towers to be used in different situations. You can also evolve them to make them
stronger in order to stop the monsters.
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cube land arena

pretty good game. 1 tower!?!?!?!3 levels!?!?! I "beat" this game and this is my actual play time. Looked like i was going to be
good. But 1 tower!!! And 3 levels!! There are way better tower defense games out there and for free.. pretty good game. So
awsomeXDDDDD. If you love headaches and bleeding retinas, then this is the game for you. I know I'd do it again if I didn't
feel like going to work in the morning. 1/1237. So awsomeXDDDDD. You have no idea how hard I laughed at this game.
You have to learn the controls by yourself because, as far as I played, no tutorial was there to help me.
I glitched in a mountain and couldn't leave there, but I could beat level 1 glitched. It was really funny.
I think this game can be great, realizing my mistakes trought gameplay was fun.
The graphics bother me a little, but, nice tower defense game.. Charging money for this game is just wrong. Even if it's just 48
cents, don't buy it. The original pricetag of $1.99 is a bit rediculous. It brings nothing new to the table and even the gameplay
mechanics in this game that have been around for years are executed poorly. This is a small school project or something I'm
assuming, which is great and all but no one should be asking for money for this.

 There are plenty of free games on Gamejolt that can keep you entertained for hours, I suggest you go there.. EA game thats
been in EA for 2+ years with no updates.

Pros-
Cards.

Cons-
Everything else.
Scammer dev.
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This game has discusting GUI, awful music, putrid graphics. The game is trash. It was made in 10 minutes in a free Unity
knockoff and you should stay away from this garbage. I had more fun in the main menu then the game itself.... Good game for
challenging your friends to play for more than 5 seconds without puking

10/10. I played 2 levels and I could not play more. This game is terrible. Control sucks so hard. Don't buy it, seriously. You can
buy better tower defense. This is the worse one.. Charging money for this game is just wrong. Even if it's just 48 cents, don't
buy it. The original pricetag of $1.99 is a bit rediculous. It brings nothing new to the table and even the gameplay mechanics in
this game that have been around for years are executed poorly. This is a small school project or something I'm assuming, which
is great and all but no one should be asking for money for this.

 There are plenty of free games on Gamejolt that can keep you entertained for hours, I suggest you go there.

V.2019.1.0:
New update with:

Bug fixes

Performance improvements

Added achievements

Map fixes and improvements

Levels rebalanced

I hope you guys enjoy it.. Roadmap:
Sadly, I am here to say that the development is not going as fast as I expected. My goal is to deliver these 2 games, Call of the
Mighty Warriors and Cube Land Arena, this year and that's how I planning to do it:

Call Of The Mighty Warriors: The game is in active development, I am redoing everything except the art. My plan is to
release the new version in the first half of the year.

Cube Land Arena: This game is on hold, I will redo everything again like I am doing with Call of the Mighty Warriors and
my plan is to release the new version in the second half of the year.

This two games are being developed in the same time as Andarilho, so, it may have some delays in the future. The achievements
will be added ass the new version is released.

SC Jogos. V.2019.0.0:
New version available, a few fixes and some performance improvements.

SC Jogos. Giveaway:
Since things are going from bad to worse, I am running a small giveaway in my website, feel free to activate the keys you want.

https://scjogos.com/viewtopic.php?f=3&t=119

I hope you guys enjoy it.. Under new management:
Hi guys!
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For those who do not know, Camaquem was a group a while ago but we ended up splitting the group and it turned into 2
different publishers, Camaquem and SC Jogos.

Now, after some negotiations, SC Jogos bought back the games Call Of The Mighty Warriors and Cube Land Arena and I will
continue to develop those games for now on.

So, stay tuned because soon we will have some new stuff for the games. Any ideas and/or suggestions are always welcome!. 
DRM and Keys:
DRM

Note: If you use Windows 7 or higher, ignore this part.

Since Valve is planning to stop supporting the Windows XP and Windows Vista operating systems, I will make the DRM
optional.

You will be able to launch the game without the Steam client, but, you will have the following restrictions:

Downloadable content (DLCs), the content from the DLCs will only be available if you launch the game through Steam.

Trading cards, you have to launch the game through Steam client to receive them, as usual, since they are a feature from
Steam.

Achievements, also works only if you start the game through Steam client.

Updates, since the game is hosted on Steam server, without the client you will not be able to update the game anymore.

As you can see, there will be some restrictions if you run the game outside Steam, but, this is the only way to maintain the game
available for you if you cannot use the client anymore.

------------------------------//------------------------------. 2018 / 2:
Hi guys!

First of all, I want to say that our creators page is here and you can follow our page if you wish so!
( https://store.steampowered.com/publisher/scjogos )

Now, about the future of the games:

Andarilho:

I had a few setbacks these last couple months with the game. As you guys already know, the art of the game was bought from an
artist on the Asset Store and just recently he updated the package replacing a few things. That makes the whole thing useless for
me now, if I change something on the game I will have to redo a lot of work and the technical issues that the package had are
still there.

For the past two months I am trying to find a new artist to do the work for me, but, without success. That means that the next
updates will take longer to be released, sorry guys!
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Call Of The Mighty Warriors and Cube Land Arena:

As you guys already know, I have bought back these games from Camaquem. I am still exploring those project to see what I will
do first, but, soon we will have some updates and changes for these games.

Ninja Stealth 3

Some improvements for the game will be released soon and I will balance a few levels that are too hard to complete.

SC Jogos. Weeklong Deals:
Prepare your steam wallet, we are making a very special promotion for Cube Land Arena, enjoy yourself in this amazing 3d
tower defense with a unique discount of 75% just this week.
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